CROPS AND CLIMATE	in
Brazilian output, while Yamen growers hold tight for a rising market. There is always something doing in coffee, and the local consumption is enormous, though the beverage used by the thrifty Arabs is usually that extracted from the c kishr5 or husk, the berry being kept for the market.
The Yamen coffee-grower has much to do and long to wait before he can hope to get a crop. First he must pluck the ripe Cherries' or coffee-fruit fresh from the tree, and place them on the flat roof of his tower, to dry in the sun, until the outer husk or kishr cracks, and may be easily opened. In doing this he must be careful not to remove the thin inner skin or endermis, which envelopes the bean and is essential to its growth. He then selects a patch of ground free from stones, and with at least a foot's depth of good soil. After damping this ground and smoothing it down firm, he presses each bean separately onto the prepared surface, sprinkling them over to a depth of a few inches with loose, fine soil.
Artificial shade must then be erected over the spot. This is usually composed of a few loose stones and branches, leaving an aperture at the top through which the sunlight may fall on the planted surface for an hour daily, or even less in a hot climate. This bed is watered every second or third day, and the coffee-shoots should appear in a month.
The seedlings may be transplanted four months after their first appearance. Greater delay gives a better chance of strong plants, but after a year the young sapling is difficult to move.
The young plants should be set wide in a well-manured patch, each with a depression at its foot to accumulate surface-water. They should not be exposed to the

